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I. Introduction
1"he purpose of this research was to ;study the magnetic, velczity, and
brightness structure of solnr fwculna in conjunction with the LPSP - team of
the OSO-8 satellite. The research involved improvod facular models and analysis
of spncocrnft: and groundbns+ • d dtita, As prat of this research, a tr4.p was made
to France by the PI for the purpose of continuing the data analy&is at the Ob-
servatoire de Paris, Meudon. Tile research under this grant has proceeded along
two directions:
(a) the improvement of semi- empirical models of faculne to determine the
strength and shape of the magnetic field and
(b) the development of all 	 data base, including space-and ground-
based data, to improve facular models.
II. Facular Models
An improved facular model is presented as Appendi:c A., Tills model, is based
primarily on spectral data using mostly weak (20 - 65 mA Eq. W.) Fraunhofer lines.
Tile model, 71314/IISRASP; shows a large temperature excess in the :riper layers,
near thew height of the limb, of 800K and a magnetic field strength of 411 gauss.
The temperature in the facular flux tube bec,.mes Less than that in tale photo-
shere at a depth of -100km And this temperature deficit increases with depth to
about --5800K at a depth of 1001oll below r 5000 = 1 in the quiet sun. The cross-
sectional area of the flux tube increases with height. The diameter given in
Table 3 of Appendix A was determined from pressure balance, LAP = B2 /8tr, and neglect
of the change in angle of the field Lines as they diverge upwards, Subsequent
calculations, not yet completed, show that only the geometry in the highest
layers are affected (and then not toot greatly) when nllowan•ce is made for the
curvature of the magnetic field lines.. The effect of including the angle of
am-
divergence of the field lines is that the flux tube must; remain of smaller gross-
section and thu g; noc diverge so rapidly compared to the case of simple Uw/ bar
pres p ure trtal.aance. In other words, the effects of magnetic tension are such that
the flux tubo- must be twide more uniform with height in order two insure pressure
equilibrium. For example, for the modal 71114 /1( S12ASP, the radius of the flux
tube without regard for tension forces is about 4501(m at a height or 600km.
Correcting this radius for tension forces causes the radius to decrease to about
3001tm at the same height. At a height of 200km tlae change is only about 10km
in a radius of 120km or abo Al. all 8% decrease.
A cross--section of this model is shown in figure 1. The solid line is Lite
re;stalt of ignoring tension forces and is given by )1 2/8ar - pext " Pinto where pext
and Dint are the external and internal gxati pressures, respectively. The smaller
cross-secti on with the long dashes is the result of 10 iterations on, the magnetic
flux density, including tension forces, We assume that A Z
 ^ f(r) and B ^ r DB
At each iteration the shape of the flux tube was .fatted to a polynomial and for
a chosen flux tlae equations of Dicke (eq. 22, 1970) were used to modify the mag-
netic  fiey ld to acbie ve a flux tube shape more nearly in pressure equilibrium.
The relation used was
-
L IT	 Z r —3Z
Vie brackets indicate averages over the cross section of the flux tube. Since
these tubes deviate only slowly from right circular cylinders, the material density
was obtained from hydrostatic equilibrium,
Appendix B shows the section of the computer program that implements tine ,above
procedure. Tile future pursuit of this problem should make use of possible non-
hydrostatic models, provided further constraints or boundary conditions can be
found from observations.
-3-
M. OSO-8 Data Reduction
This part of the project has not been completed. We are waiting for further
data reduction of OSO-8 data front the INSP experiment. A paper has been prepared
based o ►t the ground-based marnotograms obtained at Kitt peak National Observatory
(Appendix B). A small but useable set of spacecraft data was identified during
my 1978 visit to prance, but funding and personnel problems have hindered the
completion of data reduction.
it is hoped that at some print in the .future• the analysis of the selected
OSO-8 data can be completed. We will attempt to obtain quantitative correlations
between the Intensity at various wavelengths in the N^gll h And k and Cant
It and K lines with magnetic flux front the 1 PEO data,
IV, Ground-basad data on Faculae
We also need information on continuum rndi.ation lrsses. For this we have
used data from an Extrcme Limb Photometer at the San Fernando Observatory. This
data was Limited to large angles froth the vertical so we do not have complete
coverage of the continuum radiation field. In order to separate out the effects
of sunspots these: were SLUdied near the center of the disk and the data presented
by sunspot area. The preliminary results have been published as changes in the
solar cons!.ant in Ap, J. 242. It was found that faculae near the limb produced
an excess brightness of 3- 4 x 10- 2 averaged over the plage area and sunspots
produced a decrease of 62% over the sunspot area. This data can be used later
to compare with the magnetic flux of the corresponding active region to look
for a correlation with magnetic flux.
i
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A BSTRACT
A model or pholospherie I)aculae is presented in tabular firm, in an earlier
paper (Chaptal,an) a preliminau version of this model was used a mustrtrr<t line pnTles that were
compared with observations. `)'he magi A field is estiriated from hot i/ontaal pressure equilibrium
without tension forces, `)'he gcomctry of the nux tube V determined Amm thk emanated magnede
Odd and ;tat assumed flux or 4.4 x 10 11 gauss cm°, The model is discussed in relation to recent
observations.
Syke't ht'crtlTtags: Sun: atmosphere .--- Sttn. flculac— Sun: magnetic fields
I, INTRODUCTION,
A number or semi enllliri4af models of solar facular'
have beef ccrostrucled which incorporate certain im-
provements over carter mods is (C hapinan 1970). For
example, the ►nodal rrcvn the 1970 paper did not
include thew aRets of a magnetic field in the horizontal
pressure balance, micros nuwcr models have a
venicallly varying magnede hell) to achieve pressure
balan'c'e,
Thmv is ec►nsitima le rvidn ee Mat the- imnalle
Hold has a horizontal scale compa mblc to the filigree
and is probably cospatial with tilt; thermal pmemb,
tion. Much or this cvWvnee uzs reviewed by Harvey
( . 19771 In their ruent analysis, ` 1whcll and Title (1977)
Indicated that filigree and the stmdhscale magnetic
Held are cospatial to vrithiu less than 1'. Spectra
profcuted by houlehm y and Stellroadwr (1979) sup-
port this correlation, ,although the authors argue° that
We b0planess magnetic Hold correlation may not be
good at the sub-aresce level,
Parker (1976) demonstrated that onl y a coolimp or
the gas ill the Ilex tub4 earl result in confillement ol'the
Add to the currently acccptrd We caf about 1.5 kilo-
gauss (150 m`i'). ThN roolintt could come aboru by
blocking or heat transport across magnetic field lines
as argued by Spruit (0977) Or by pencrminn or NuID
waves as proposed bye Parker (107-41 The use of
von Zeld's theorem by hi.ckc (1970) led Nina to a
formalism i:l which there is a strong relation between
the temperature excess (or deficit.) and the top©logy of
the magnetic field,
The model presented here is as refinement and
extension of the one used in Chapman (1 1977) and
labeled 71313111SItA. This model vvas based on lino
profile mcasuremcnts to a much grater extent Man
the earlier 1970 model. In addition, the elloct of A
strong magnetic field and its variation with height were
used in caalculatinglinc: profiles. In hills paper we wish
to-discuss this model in more detail and to paint out
possible improvements. In t` 11 we present the models
rand some of the assumptions used in them. In § Ill
we discuss Ishaa kws 5 and possible improvemmU to
the model 71314 i I ISRASh.
11. I'AlSt'N't'ATION OF HISIILTS
Macular models are developed rrotn a photospheric
model, The phok"phade model used here N an emen-
sttan or the 118RA (Ginget , tch et al. 1971) made by
matching the convection-zone model or Spruit (197+1)
At the TONDA - ? level. We require a photospheric
model Tat j"oo beyond tiro depth ortile I ISRA aamdel
because or the downward shirts of the facular mc°; A—.
WU respect to the photosphere rquirecl Mr prc"urc
balancing. This extended model, which goes to
,'anon r, 500 (1 -, 255 kill), is referred to as the
INRASK That hart mhich dilrers rronl the IISRA is
givell ill Ta ble 1.
Macular modals are defined by a 62' versus "gaax
relation, where SAT - Tracular°' JPhura^lth,:raR 1 16 rela-
tion must be determined by trial and error since the
details of energy transport at-r unbnown. hjmv I gives
Me'l'versus r relation for the iISRA, SpndVs comes
Lion zone, and so cral facular model& Also shown are
two crude iotergratnllatr lane models made without
regard to kinemalics. Table 2 gives the actual values
of temperature used in constnwUng facular model
7I311111SRASP.
Given a 7' Versus r relation, a facular model is
farmed by' integrating the equation of hydroatadc
equilibrium downward irottl ^ba^n,i == 10" 5 . The
opmcity is due to !I- and anomie hydrogen as given
by the computer codes of Carbon and Glogench(1969). Theequation or state is given by computer
codes from hlihalas (1967) and made available by
Dr. J. licasfcy. 13e1'orc inta(;rtatintt the facularr model,
Me Wular and IN tospheric models are interpolated
onto :I scale unit arm in 105 log r so that 4ach modef
will have 155 levels. '!'his degree of fineness helps in
latter ray-tracinit.
,after the faei ► lar model is generated ion a. r-scale in
common with that of t he photosphere, we must chatlee
the basis from optical depth to geometrical depth and
923
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shift the raculnr mo(rei downward to obtain ho!, ^ntal
pressure balance. Tine minin)um shift is introduced so
as to keep the racular gas pressure at each depth less
than the corresponding; photospherlla gas pressure. 'File
pressure difference gives a preliminary estill)tlte; of the
magnetic field through
B ;:7- [s ,T(P„ ►, - PI)11I'.
7'hetcnlperaturcdill'erencc,A7'(Z) k TI(Z) - 71111(2),
on a depth scale is also determined, The shape of tilt




This relation neglects the spreading with height of the
magnetic flux tnbc. Except for the upper levels, the
error in tube radius enused by this last assumption is
quite small. We have adopted	 4A x 10 17 gauss
em" (Mchitretter 197.1),
For most models investigat^;d, vertical shirk, of
about 150 kill downward at -rn,s w ,,, E::^, i are rcguircd to
have the interim psis pressure less than ilia external.
This shift corresponds to a Wilson depression in sun-
spot models and is present in the models of Spruit
0976).The magnetic licit] strength at l - 0 (re,^°h 1)
is typically near 1500 p,ltlss,
Table 3 presents the facular model 71114/IISRA5P,
which is cssalltially tile: same as racul;tr I)lodel 7131:1/
IISRA given in Chapman (1977) but extended to
greater geometric depth,
We have cxperimented lvith other models 3'or the
photosphere to determine the effect on deduced
magnetic field strength. Au extreme variant oil
photosphere might be ,in intergranular lanc, We have
generated a facular model from an intergratitil1r
TA311.E 2
7'v,'1t5us iOF,, 1 0 raa0o, 10 STrrs tilt DFCADP mt FAC Met) 7.I11471ISRASP
108 10 1' -0.9 0.8 0.7 016 0.3 0.4 0.3 012 0.1 010
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Fla, I.- Temperature >•crsus optical depth at 5000 A. The convection-lone model or Spruit 1s,inined at T a2 to the HSRA and
the comfuincd photclsph-orie model is called I ISItASP (sceTatile 1),'t he facular model IB14 Is eventually placed oil common depth








region model called I NGRAN 2 which has a contrast,
with respect to the i IS RA, of w 10"0 at disk center
falling to zero contrast for Ix .= cos fl :^ 0,3.
The magnetic field and temperature excess for
facular model 7BI4 'd NO AN 2 are less than for the
model= of Table 3 derived fron, theHSRA. For
example, the mngnctic field strength at Z - 0 is
1340 gauss and flu. temperature excess at z -- --"315
kill, the approximate "height of the limb," is about
709 K compared to 1511 gauss and 760 K, respectively,
for facular model 71314jFISRASI1.
We confirm tine importance of the "hot wall" effect
described by Spruit (1976) to the continuum contrast
of faculac. This cfl'eet cribes the excc,a, brightness of
faculac near the limn to the enhanced visibility of the
deeper (hence hotter) layers of the photosphere seen
through the optically thin flux tubes. The flux tubas
are optically thin because of the lower mass density
which is required by horizontal pressure balatncc,
However, the "hot wall" at the edge of the flux tube
cannot be seen very near the limb because of gcomct-
rical foreshortening. Bence continuum limb  darkening
evidence for the existence of a temperature enhance-
ment in the upper levels of faculac may depend
critically on the contrast in the region 0,2 < p, S 0.
III, DISCUSSION
These facular- models have the general characteristics
described by parker (1976) and by Spruit ( 1976),
namely, that the mar,net:ic field is confined by a deficit
in the gas pressure which is itself caused fay a tempera-
ture deficit in the deeper Layers. Ali understanding of
how this condition is brought about is not yet within
our grasp. Two alternate explanttioTlti Lire cooling by
waYe generation (Parker 1 1976 ,  Roberts 1976) and
blocMlig of ficat flow (Spruit 1977), We need more
data in order to test these two hypotheses.
Tile tennperature deficit in the deeper layers should
be observ;;ble as darker-than-average features at 1.64
it.nl. Worden (1975) has reported evidence for it
50-500 K temperature deficit in facular structures in
observation;, at this wavelength. The temperature
range indicates the uncertainty in corrections caused
by low spatial resolution.
It has been suggested (Chapman 1974) that for
sufficiently large flux, about 4 x 10 10 to 6 x 1010
gauss can', the magnetic structure begins to behave
more like a pore than a faculaf Below this flux botoid-
ary, facular structure may not depend strongly on
magnetic flux. This behavior issupported by obser-
vations of Frazier (1978) which show that the excess
brightness flux in the core of the 5250.2 A line is
linearly related to the measured magnetic flux up to
magnetic flux levels of 40 GWb (4 x 10 10 maxwells).
On the other hand, Spruit (1277) has presented
evidence which suggests that faculae vary in structure
according to their size (used as a measure of flux),
Better observations are needed which can accurately
measure the magnetic flux of individual flux tubes,
These facular models are not structurally self-
consistent because magnetic tension forces have not
been included. We are attempting to determine the
influence for simple flux-tube configurations. The
formalism is adapted front Dicke (1970), who shows
from von leipcl"s theorem that magnetic and velocity
stresses in the photosphere will lead to perturbations
in the pressure, density, and telnnperatltl'C. We will
include the effect of steady flows such as that given by
Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978), However, we will
require much better knowledge of boundary conditions
before we can hope to obtain the Nue shape of the
field in n self-consistent model,
Thera has been sonic di.scussion of the need for two
dimensional radiative transfer in calculating; emergent
intensities. Stenholin and Stenflo (1977) have shown
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how, for certain non--LTE situations, one can produce
an intensity enlimiccrnent in the cores of weak lines
for flux-tube models, having no temperature cnhanec-
mett. For their intermediatecases about one-fourth
to one-third of the observed weak-line contrast was
produced, Their results imply that sonic temperature
enhancement is still required to produce observed line
weakenings. in any case observations in the wing of
the K line (fleaslcy, i:.nccr, and Chapman 1977), in the
CN bandhcad at A -- 3883 A, and in the far-infrared(fludson 1975) strongly support a temperature
enhancement for faculac,
Furthermore, Milaalas, Auer, and Mihalas (1978)
heave shown that horizontal radiative transfer will
probably not lead to intensity enhancements for an
embedded flux tube, but ratter the atmosphere will
achieve sonic kind of radiative average. The emergent
intensity will then be composed of contributions from
each nart of the atmosphere, depending on the
geometry of (fie flux tube and the line of sight.
We have assumed that tlat brightness and .magnetic
field of a facula are cospatial, A spectrum of a facuht
(Fig. 12 of Koutcltnly and Stellmacher 1978) showed
that, although the intensity variation and magnetic
field strength were not exactly correlated within the
facula, their boundaries correlated quite well. The
similarity between the intensity and magnetic contours
is more impressive than the difTercncc, 'I"his spectrum
also showed no evidence for a vehoc ; ty in the facula,
although considerable evidence exists for velocities in
sonic faculac (Harvey 1977).
We believe that faculac and filigret: tare basically the
same phenomenon but see p at dill'crent parts of the
disk. This view is supported by observations from
Sacranacnto peak Observatory 0977 August), which
show the spatial similarity near the Limb between
filigree and faculac. We believe that the morphological
dificrences between filigree far from the limb and
faculac near the limb, discussed by Muller(1975,1977),
are due simply to geometry.
The facular model presented here is intended as a
tool to help in understanding small-scale magnetic
fields. It may be a guide in the search for a proper
physical treatment of flux tubes, but it is not meant to
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Nolw. The wale units as Table 1, %%hcrc 7' <- 771 is tilt	 tempernture diil<erence at equal geometric depth,
1Nagtield is tie magnctic field strength in gauss, and Diameter is the Oux•tubc tiruncter,
be a substitute for a proper physical model. It is not
intended that the present model be used above  height
of 200 kill (X - -200 kill).
Considerable uncertainty exists concerning the
spreading cif t he nlagnclic twirl in the tipper layers. Tile
size of the flux tube in thcse layers will depend on the
nulgn'tilde or the Wilson depression and file inclusion
of tension forces. l°ligh•resillution flltergrams in the K
line and in the 4'.UJ , together with .nlapietic field data
for the region of the temperature minimum, could bd
very heipful in extending racular models toward the
chromosphere, Balloon-based observations (I1crW
1977, 1llruyama 197:1) caul help in studying the time-
dependent behavior by obtaining long periods (if
undistorted cincniatography. Finally, more work is
needed oil encrcy flow both radiative and nor)-
radiative beNrc satisfactory inodeir, of faculae can be
constructed,
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r1IIS'1'l ACT
Solar a divity is expceted to atTect the solar coi'mant at some level. Decent observations and d atab
allAhbis shtl\y the alnoulit of variati ► m to he e\pectcd from active regioo5, faculae, and sillmots
otl the apparent solar brightness. It is concluded that the 111mimunl ellcet is about 20 fillies
greater for sunspots than for faculae leer unit area. lieeause tacular areas are 25-30 times those for
sunspots, the elTect ail the solar constant of faculae and sunspots is aappro y itmately equal alld oil-
positc, being ty picall y ill the neighborhood of -10 100 Harts per milli"an (ppnl), but aril occasion table
to reach over AM ppl;l.'1'hc issue of energy balance is not discussed here, for it requires ftirther data
analysis as well as information on the facuhrr and sunspot limb darkening.
Subjects headings: Sault activity-- Sun; faculae — Stuht stlu^pots
1. INTRODUCTION
Sunspots told faculae are the illost easily Seell effects
of solar active regions. Sunspots ore best seen ill the
central regions of the solar disk, whereas faculae are
best seen near the scalar limb. Because their intensities
are different ft ► netions of vievy ing angle, sunspots atld
faculae could call e small changes in the solar constant,
even if the -solaar lumbi nsity is constant. Abbot (168)
claimed to have detected it 2^'i, decrease i'1 the sillier
constant coinciding v y ithnn it fevv days of the central
disk. passage of a large samsttait. Such a large effect
seems unlikeiy, as vvas pointed out by Smith and
Gottlieb 097J0. The analysis of Snlitlhstnliall and
Alurilter 6 and 7 data b\ , Foukal, Mack, and Vernazza
(1977) showed that, down to a level of 3 X 10 °', sun-
spots should have all imperceptible effect oil the solar
consta lit, They also found that faculae should cause all
increase ill flue solar constant at a level of approxi.
nlntel y 7 X 10- 4 , although this result \vas not slatis.
ticaG significant at the 2 a level. More recently, houkal
and Pernaxza (1979) found in correlation anal ysis a
clear indication of solar activity ill the Smithsonian
data at a level of about 3 X i0- I`due to the presence of
faculae and sunspots.
There have been very few observations of the
spatially integrated excess brightness of sunspots and
faculae. RXC(nity, Livingston (1975a) has inferred a
possible increase in the solar brightness due to faculae
of about 3 X 10 .3 (A,7' - ,.l...t :K). This increase wits in-
ferred from seeing two peaks, in his spectral-line
monitor program, separated by about 1 .1 clays. These
peaks were correlated with faculae at opposite limbs.
However, with increased_ solar activity, from 1975
through 1977 there appeared to lac a global cooling
tread, AS,^',S ^; r-5 X 10 -1. Livingston (1978G) reports
that vyith increasing activity the facultr modulation
has become less clear. '1'o determine more cleariv the
effects of f acillac and sunspots oil the scalar brightness
one needs direct. measurements of these features re-
solved against the solar disk..
rf'l ► e data presented here have been converted into
solar (onstant, variations by assuming that the bright-
ness variations associated vriot sunspots and faculae
arc not compensated by Cliaulges ill the energy output
of tw quiet Still. Several possibilities exist for the re-
distribution (roused by solar activity) of the flow of
heat. First, there vould be as steady state flow ill vvl)iell
the flax blocked by sunspots is instead radiated mvity
by factiioe. because of their different center-to-Flub
contrast behavior, o g le would expeet to see n change ill
the solar constant even though the solar luminositr^
was constant. Second, the Convection Zone Cokiltl be a
reservoir for storing heat blocked by sunspots or reletis-
hhg licit for radiation by fneulne. nil this case the solar
Constant would change, and some of that Change
(though not necessarily till) would correspond to a
change Ill lulmillos it\'. Finally, the energy blocked by
sunspots could reappear "promptly" as increased radita-
tion frorn the surrounding photosphere. In the case of
taeulae this prompt readjustment in the heat 11ti\ froth
the quiet Stall would result in a change hl the solar con-
stant. since faculae yrill redistribute the direction of
their radiation.
In this Letter we specifically assume the first proposi-
tion, Le nder the other possibilities there should be varia-
tions in the solar constant due to solar activity, but
their (ivantitativc determination b y arcal photometry
becomes considerably more difficult.
tr. Fitt, oiisuRv4vrt0Nil
a) Ilistrumenhrt Tee naiaques
The Extreme Limb Photometer (ELP) has been
described cise\vhere (Chapnlvl 1975), but Ave will re-
view the description. Observations are obtaiiied of
!,%duce and sunspots by sweeping across them vyith a
rotary scanner whose k X 38" slits are aligned along
ra dii: The
 
data are normalized h) , the central intensity
of ale solar disk. ,Measurements in 1975 were often ob.
tanned ill five colors, 0.43, 0.52, 0.06, 0.79, and 1.01 pnl,
and the colordependence of faculae wits described by
LIS
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Chapman and McGuire (1 1177). Most uleasurcmellts
front 1971 and 1 117,5 p ert • obt,tincd in the given (X
0.52 11111) 1001 it baluipass of 0,118 j►m. In § III 11e this.
cuss bolo ►uctrie correctimr; to the monochtomttic
changes ill btightness reported here.
\\Then tit region Nus at or near the limb, the
ha'.Ih was cet ► tered on the solar dish: tits that file aper.
tunes scanted the limit. For active regions away front
(lie lillib. the E11,1 1 was moved do that one al)cMIN
mapped out rte nk.tivt• 1'vgimi as 8eell oil I'Cal tillle
readouts The sensitivity of tote pitutnmcter to a
loc,llimcd brivialless change . wheti the photometer Was
Still centered v%as about I X 10 1 as a fraction of the
inva i disk brightness. Tliv smallest value obscm'tl for
it .Illcalited lit it'll Mess change, at X -, 0.S2 11 111, U',ls
6 X 10 1 averaged onl y over the obscrved facular area.
G) Tire !lotto.
A number of ,sunspots and facular regions leere obs
served during* ON and 1 11,75. A selection front that
data set is collected here. The photometer signal is a
portion o f an azimuthal scale willrll contains 2.018 steps
for 3601 of rotation. `1'hc simplest, signal to analyze is
that for Sim-centered operation whvil the aputures itre
..lade to sean the c\tremc solar limb. The integrated
intensi ty esccss or derwil is given by
Al	 02
 ^ .r, ^f; ^(1
	
(1))tlrtlJ(1)(ra -^ r.) , (1)
where r, is rise i liner edge of an apert«re, r„ is tit(- outer
edge or 'lie solar limb, and (1) is the mean value of the
brightness of the quiet, Sun (no active regioll). The
integration is performed onl y over the active region.




where Al', - 1, -- (I) The factor 27r, 120 IS converts the
result into rtdinn nlcastire. The fractional Change ill ale
solar brightness x73.;13 is approsimatcly given, neglect-
ing (61R) I, by
All	 I (1) Al
where I is the mean ilrightness of the solar dish: (Allen
1973), 6 = rp - r;, I is theaperture letigth, and R is
the solar radius. We can r press a change in solar
irrightness in terms of an apparent .sol;lr obh 4,teness in.
duced by faculae. Apparent oblateness w;i ,; given in
Figure 5'of Chapman (1975) in units of quadrants. To
express these vaI ties in terms of solar brightness changes
We 11se
B 	 (1) ( 1„ X ^T ) b	 r(^!)'Juftd 	 ('I)
A typical vahlc of the quantity in brackets for the 197.1
observing season trots 0.5,3. `ne largest brightness
change from 19 71 .1 was upproximately 6 X 10 u.
To illap oilt 1111 of an active region, 7111.'71.1' front the-
limb, requires moving the trlcscop hetllecll sets: of
scans by the length of the stanning aperture .tit".
Sep"4"rill ^^►etl^^^' Yci;itlU4 ll 'erl` lltiillllt'li 1 )V' ti4`tti t) f sl"ilttE
during; 1 x17 5. but the imalvsis has not been completed,
hence most of the that.. tlitiC ssctl tire trout Svii w ► tered
observations. Scans contailling stllispots (lave I)e ell only
partially ;tn;th col.
A typical t^uunl)le of a slulspot scull will be disru.gscd.
.^ Ia .'l;e siligle rnu^pot, MoIlllt Wilson 19118, wits
sc,utncd ()it 1971Aut;u:;t 4). This sunspothood ;m area of
,1.1() 4 of a icmispttcre, according to the .Solar Gro.
1tih y,iiiet►I hats. and 11as not fl y front tlm center of the
solar disk. \\'v measured a mean contrast of --0.221 ove r
an interval of 20 steps of rile 1:Lh.Converting this
contrast to tut apparent change in brightness of the
solar disk, we have
The qu.rnt ►ty (1)J .- (1)"M4.1), where (/V1.
0.975 and 1,,.j	 1/0.8M at X - 0..5511m (Allen 1973).
The area encompaswd by 20 steps near disk center is
.1
	
1.19 X 10 1, C1111. We thus 11-ove from egtu.tioa
(5):
iI	
-2.12 X 10" + .	 (6)
An estimate of X113/13 based on t ypical sunspot brihlht-
ne,s and the above-mentioned *nrra of MW e nivVs
073/13 - -1.1 X IW I, tit factor of 2 less than that of
equation (6).
Table I presents the apparent change h1 talc solar
brightness at A -y 0.52 µn1 due to tilt presence of
TAlll,l; f
SOLAR BR1GUTNESS C1lAN0 s Ilex ro A m
REGIONS Nh:Ae x`111': 1.011) IN 1975
An 1 13 Afoiltath No. MCM11dh





15..... 28.5 766,750 3000, 2900
August
9..... 27.4 796 700
10..... 88.7 796.786 15001 .!Soo
11.,... 28.9 780 2ixx1
13..... 11.2 790 4500
14 ..... 113..1 790 4 800
15..... 37.w 7'x1
16..... 18,:. 811,4, 7 1x1 80001 M)
25..... 44.2 $20 txx)
26..... 28.6 820 , 2500
27..... 13.4 820 200()
28..... 25.2 826 81x1
29..... 45.1 826„818
30..... 9.1.7 826, 818
• In milliauths of It hemisphere
L47VARIATIONS IN SoLAR CONSTANTNo. 1, 195t)
faculae at the limb. The	 are Elie positive, t'L' ►'il
Olol1]'._ll stln5poth are sometillivs 1 ►1t:5ent, becatim, it tilt,
limb f;uui+le are usually more	 than suw,pots.
'Pile results are ti1C Sidle of tilt` mo F.3,1 1 apettures
1111(1 ( ► 11 some dims are tilt , combination of wo att°tire
regions ,it ( ►pelt ,,ite limits. The tal ler aperture covered
from 01v skv to to" inside the limb. and the other cov-
ered the (lick from -ttl" it) 51" iw ide the limit. The
I. rp.vst brightm er,s change is oil Augw;t 30, ttitll a
ehatil!e of 9.;, X 10 r,. 't itle mean brightness cticc.ss for
the 1s tl ays hulicated ill Table 1 is (39.5 d; O. ll X 10°0.
Tahle 2 hives ;apparent hrightnesti changes expected
from (i mm-,pot oh ,,erved oil successive da ys, 1975
,iuk tit, t o , and 20.Tht'stillwpot tt its Molint Wilsoll55),
lthfch (hero elnlledded ill the iwtive region McMath
113700, For the three succcssive tiers, the mean hrittht-
Itt,ss Change tr;ts --040.0 ^4, I.7) X 10 4 , (ting e the
uncertainty is the standard divi.ition of the mean. The
rlre;l for these s;unr three d.t^> Mils 2.20 A (Solar (it ►
ph ysical Data 1975). It is interr.tinlr that oil (ill y 20
the brightness change W;Is independent of the area
scammcl. This uhni-vation tnveds it) he confirmed, but
it may Hermit one hl set limits on the redistribution of
energy in the quiet phatosphere around the sunspot.
Ill, 1r1SVUSSIO.'s
The clianges hi apparent sohtr brivianess are for it
wavelength ]land centered A 0.51 ttal. We lvould like
to know the el7ccts of this brightness change oil
 measurements of the solar output, For this 1)ur-
pose we leave calculated the ralige of possible correc-
tions to the monochromatic brightness changes by con-
sidering the bolometric, and monochromatic contrast
of representative blackbodies at •10M K and at 6400 K
with respect to 5800 R, wh; vh represents the quiet Still.
The temperature of 0 100 X vepresents an extreme luodel
for it facultr region, whereas 40001: represents a still.
spot (these temperatures are illustrative only). The
results are summarized in 'fable 3. For these tempera-
ture ratios, the monochromatic contrast must. be
 de-
creased by about to give the boltnnetrie contrast.
Considering other sour( s of uncertainty, we consider
the uncertainty in these corrections to be of small itn-
porttuace, if the temperatures of faculne or sunspots are
closer to the quiet Still 	 assumed here, then the
TABLE 2
11x(a)ITN Ss Cl(ANats Tier Tt ► ,( SeNSraT NVAH
DISK Cl;NTVR (Mount Nilson $89)
Date File 1,1.1'' AB111
1975 Number $tell s ens U (1ar°4) Arent,
July 15.,.... 12 32 o,95 —1139 250
17 3U .. a-- .1.,12
JulT^t9....,. 13 18 .335 --I.40 170
I t) IK —1.1.1
July 20..... 16 Diu 0.07 —1.30 251)
Spot only", . , 10 13 0197 —1.37
A .eolar Ceaphytiral Alta in millionths of n hen ► isphere
s ,38" X 38' sq%mrc area including spot.
'1`11111.1, 3
111oNOVIIHUS,(1)7e AND 1101.01ti:rklC Z'OWRA!AS
ltrr:i xrivi, 11 ► A l rl :tcl;rlt►ov AT MK) K
Corr.Tt1.)	 f.^l^`t}a
	
itAC t) hl 1'atctol*
61m	 .. ,	 l ().571	 1 C► . iH.t 0 416
IM)	 --0.881
	07 .1 0,876..
Not a $1111(lartl holomaric (t ►rrrctitnl.
.
holonuc tric corrections will also be smaller than 1ls-
sumcd litre. Thus in the absetire of any Compensating
effeet, the variations in the solar constant should he
il l prmi ►nately $0 , of the values of All, 13 given ill.Tames 1 and 2.
We have referred to cllalrges in solar brightness
rather thim luminohity in order to avoid huplylnit that
tilt, actual solar output changes With time. 'T1;e Change
in solar luminosity roust he inferred hom knowledge of
the radhaive ellergv balance hettteen sunspots mid
faculae. It there lt •ere energy balance between sunspots
and faculae, we would still c.xl)ect to see c1);ull;as ill the
solar brightness because of their diffG ellt center-to-
limb contrasts,
1.11 order for there to be no brightness change (tilt: to
active regions wot)ld require the quiet Still redis-
tribute the energy blocked by sunspots with no ti111c
delay. ']'his energy would have to be emitted with the
same angular dependence as tat, of the quiet photo-
sphere and could not loos, like faculae,
From a statistical anal ysis of the Smithsonian data
oil solar constant, Foul:al and Vernana (197 19) have
found n variation (lee to faculae at it level of about 3 X
10 - 4.'1'hey Also found a possible time lag of about 1 day
between the decrease in the solar constant and tlic
aptlearance of it sunspot, and they diseussed the inl-
plicattions of the till. hog Oil file depth of the convection
Z011C.
Thus, from the Abbot-Smithsonian data amilyzed by
houkitl and Vornamxit (1979), it seems likely that tllii e
,ire solar brightness changes. Assuming no chanl;t; in




H - 6,2 X 10- 1 A. ,	 (7)
^
Owe A. is the spot area in fractions of a hemisphere.
This relation implies that for spot areas of 2 X 10, ° oil(,
(Mould expert ;I brightness deficit of about 1.2 X 10-1,
ignoring the effects of facult.. This \ , ;tilt(- is lvitbin the
limits set by the Nimbus data quoted by houkal and
Vernaz 1, (1(179),
Faculae cause a solar brightness excess of
-^ f = (3,0 .1.0) X 10`=l4 l,(Ago ,	 (S)
',There .] is the plage area in fractions of the hemi-
sphere, The maximum change to be expected, based oil.




bear the limb. For facular regi ins nt'ar tiitilt renter, Cite
htiglhtness em'c-^'; Hill lie ,rigs tti little ,; lvs .; (Cllilpmanl
and Klabulith 1 1 1411, Sl' um;rnich, Sulk tilt', and I-ra icr
10751. 11w uncertainty- in etluation (s) is title to incoln•
plett- Coverage tit tilt' larger facular wgion". This till
certainty can he na rrnlrcti by an a naly; is of photo-
g intplis of the at I ive reomti
Qnsitlerini; that f,ir)l.te anti sun,;pol s- have opposite
eff  on the solar brilrhtnc" imp 1 mfl. estimate that
themgw eMct [alma birth vNitthl he about nm s alf
(if the
av
 emrcine, or about 15 or a X i0 4 '.lk Yatlne is
in good ag,rccnlent kith the results if Foukal and
VVtlla •rra's (1 11 1 1) ) study of the Abbot Smithsoniaul
data,
The question of 1111 y balance 11111 lie tlisrussrd ill as
forthcoming papti - after further data analysis. Ilm-
ently , it appear': that the thl y deficit title to sunspots
nni,gt he balanced lid- the llut exress of hwulate. If true,
one still eypeels to see the brightness variations
described here.
The active owity ratditilnvier oil Me.5t iMr t)hidhuh t
Nhv.vion spacecraft has detected variations in the solar
Constant of aphloNinlatel y
 -1 3, X 10 4 (11'illsoll 080).
These variations are ill the range to he expected from
solar nctivity, and it Till he deshndde to compare such
obset'1'a110 with changes caused iii" fatculae and 4tln^
spots.
One might ask at what positions on the solar disk do
sunspots and faculie make their g;rea mt amtributhms
to brightness changws?'11w ma y inaann contrast of sell'
shots is at the disk miter (Maim 197-1) and the luavi"
irlunt contrast of favuiae is near the tuub. The con! ribu
lion of an active regitnl depends on this contrast hill
also on the projected areal and the nearby quiet-Sun
brightness (cf. Q. 131 and 131).'I'lle area of all active
region deilends on th antl the tluiew Sunbdglllnrss varies
crudely like p. NVe suggest that ii hile sunspots have their
rn avhills contribution at p Cm 1, the pnAtion w1wre fate
ulae stake Owl nmMmum contribution is not yl, eer-






A ptelinunary espreoiiun for the first fraction is
	
1) x" b(l t.,t . tt) ,	 0 < it C 1	 (ill)
(Chalmlan anti Klahuntle 1 11110). 'I'lie second term is
compo!.cd tit
	
P) r^	 (11)i. I
11 ne (n l is npin-oxitnately equal to p over much of
the solar disk. Finall y, Q; is larolhwGimil to p, so
that eliatitnl 0) is Iir quwthmal to
	
1)µ\ (f1" I -"	a) .	 (12)
If to r 0, then faculae contribute most lhllen at disk
center (ar , I). If a -- 1, then fnculae runtrihute most
at it r' i, which occurs — .111 days of rotation front disk
renter. In support of a - t, we Ond that taculae are
not cleatIv seen at disk center with the E,1,1 1 , and still-
spots give a large negative contrast. At the luub, the
>gwitive faculu• choral is sehlont equalled or excem ledV the Inative son , pot contrast, i.e., facular regiollf,
at the Ihnh coillahAM !ache satnsptits nsuallY have a
iw positive contrast, llased oil data obtained in 111711,
we suggest prelnnanary values for it and b of I and 0.04,
respectively,
I He rsh to thank T.1',. McGuire for leis help in actluir.
ing; some of the data in 1 1^7^^, I also t mum l). P. hla-
huntlu and A. D. dryer for data anal ysis help, This
research leas sullpmrted in part by ^i ASA grants
NS(U456 and \S(I5330.
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I . Introduction
Tito solar magnetic field (l1) is usually studied by observatiarl of Lila value
of tine line-of-sight CuMponent (11,I). (Harvey, 1977) . In Lila present note we give
preliminary results or another approach I tha study of the flux of the line- of-
sight component (C) of magnetic structures. Our study is statistical,
2. Data
To carry out this investigation, we used observations taken with the KILL Peak
magnctograph (Pecker et al., 1977). Maps (512" x, 450") of ►sn were obtoined with
the eel X 868,86 rem line and with an observin g aperture of I" x I". Tne spatial
resolution wars about 1",5 to 2",5. We mVasurca L11e flax () or tiro magnt..-Lie t^Mctures
limited by cite 1sogauss 25, Where
Q	 1 Ii„ (IS	 for II„ ^ 25 rauss
S
The surface (S) of Oe structures is beLween 6 and 2000 " x "" The experimental
error is less than 10 gauss for the given aperture.
3. Results	 i
For each magnotic structure, we measured Lila flux (y) through th2 surface (S)
slid obtained an empirical relation of the forme
log 4,-a +d log S
	 (1)
The figure shows all 	 for the center of the solar disk. Two conclusions
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s
and In p1ages ► and if) a very stroal; relationship twists between the flux of B,.
And the oecupird surface.
In our etudy, we do not take Into account sunsp?tA And pores, or peculiar
regions such as bril, l ► t X points, etc.
Tl ►a relation (1) remains valid over tho whole solar disk, only thu constants
changing 1
I
11	 All	 N	 c	 rl	 r	 u	 j
1	 1	 • 0.97	 83	 1.406	 1.221	 0.992	 0,07.1
0.71
	
0.88-0.37	 79	 1.421	 1.275	 0.984	 0.082
0.60	 0.71-0.48	 45	 1.529
	
1.139	 01990	 0.963
0.35	 0.470	 27	 1.488	 1.164	 0.472
	 01950
In the table, N' represents the nun,lier of maa5ured structures, r is tho correlation
coefficient and 6 is the standard deviation.
Two corrections can lie applied to the ►elation (1) , the first is a correction
for the seeing infltivni-v and thu second is for thu Influence of ei"uicc: of the
boundary of tike Structure, I. , li "" -) 25 gauss, ins tead of tlto I.oCauss curve 11„ a U.
The effect of the image quality is studIP4 in two successive obsvrvations of
the -ame region, one with good seemr, and the c+ thor with bad stafnit. '11jv results
show a "Oh" of the logaritlut ► ic rulationship hot ► t-un .i. and S, wlie-n the seoinl; is
bad.
i ► 1	 1; c d r ,t
hood
	
(1) 1.399 1..128 0.997 0.061
bad	 90 1.397 1.317 0.987 0.087
from the relation (1) and an examination or the c1 ►oice of contours, we t ►eu an
Important change In the value of the c constant. The relation (1) becun ►os :
log 1'c . 0.3 ti + 1.44 log S	 (2)
This is the ^,rue relationship between ^ and S for the center of the solar disk.
From the relation (2) we can coruputo the hurt through a surface of 5" x 5" as done
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by wit-lic (1979) for the Fo 1 X 52,02 tut line. In Lite lirccent study, Wv obeninucl a
vnlue of 1.2 10 IS llx, Willett is h;tlf of thu v.tluit olitallved lty Withr, This diarrt;Par►sy
can tic c, xlilainud by Lite fact that thr tvo sots of !a orrvAtions vvrr hurforl"ed for
differvnt littcri.
he would alto livint Aut that ilia Wu,loll oha4rvations Sive the sane relation (1)
tend Swill* t.ottttt.lritc, even Wheli thu t(;chniiluu of ul scrval<ion and Lite spcctro), litres
used are ctltirely different.
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